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About Max Planck Society
 80 Institutes grouped in 3 sections
 Chemistry, Physics and Technology
 Biology and Medicine
 Humanities
 Budget
 1,5 billion EUR
 Personnel
 13.300 staff
 4.800 scientists
Max Planck Society for the Advancement 
of Science is an independent, non-profit 
research organisation that primarily 
promotes and support basic research at it 
own institutions.
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Max Planck Digital Library (MPDL)
 The MPDL is a scientific service unit within the Max Planck Society, 
established in January 2007.
 The MPDL provides services to help the MPS researchers manage 
their scientific information workflow. Such services comprise the 
provision of actual content and of technical solutions (i.e. 
institutional repository), but also the support to users by acting as a 
centre of competence and community facilitator in the domain of 
scientific information management.
 A substantial task of the MPDL is fostering the Open Access 
policy of the Max Planck Society. 
-> Open Access Policy Team
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MPDL: Basic Information Provision
 „Basic provision“ = MPS-wide licensees for electronic resources
 Organized by Max Planck Digital Library
 Basic provision was introduced in 1999 by decision of the MPS 
Sections.
 Each MPI pays a fixed percentage of its whole budget into a 
central fund.
 Since 2004 the following percentages apply:
 Institutes in BMS 0.9%
 Institutes in CPT 0.9%
 Institutes in GSHS 0.3%
 In 2003 it was decided to switch to e-only subscriptions for 
journals.
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MPS OA Policy: Commitment
 „publication on principle of results obtained through public funding 
(principle of the public availability of the results of basic research) ...“
Rules of Good Scientific Practice (24 November 2000)
 "The MPS is a non-profit organization, which is largely financed by 
federal and state grants. The research results are public property that 
should be applied for the benefit of the general public.„
Guidelines for Knowledge and Technology Transfer (August 2002)
 “Open Access
Description of the activities making results permanently freely 
available, i.e. MPS institutional repository, open access selfarchiving, 
open access journals etc.“
MPG: Rules for Reports to Scientific Advisory Boards (April 2009)
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MPS Open Access Policy: Advocacy
Berlin Declaration on Open Access to Knowledge 
in the Sciences and Humanities
The Internet has fundamentally 
changed the practical and economic 
realities of distributing scientific 
knowledge and cultural heritage. 
For the first time ever, the Internet 
now offers the chance to constitute 
a global and interactive representation 
of human knowledge, including cultural 
heritage and the guarantee of worldwide 
access. ...
Dec. 2-4, 2009, Paris
http://www.berlin7.org
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MPS Open Access Policy: Advocacy
Signatories Berlin Declaration (02.11.2009)
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MPS OA Policy: Green Road
 Objective: 
 Capturing and displaying entire MPS research output
 Enrichment with high-quality metadata 
 Actions:
 Establishing “deposit request”
 Development of an archiving system: PubMan
 Following national/international initiatives & standards (e.g. DINI; 
DRIVER)
 Development of model workflows
 Assessment of rights situation of past publications
 Advising researchers during the publication process
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MPS OA Policy: Green Road - eDoc / PubMan
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MPS OA Policy: Golden Road
 Objective:
 Experimenting in cooperation with publishers new cost models (e.g. shifting cost 
from reader to author)
 Actions:
 Unifying and consolidating the budgets for subscribing to information resources 
 Concluding article charge agreements 
 Cooperating with publishers
 Examples:
 BioMed Central, PLoS, New Journal of Physics, Copernicus Publications, Springer
 SCOAP³ (Sponsoring consortium for OA Publishing in Particle Physics)
 Provision of an innovative publication  platform
 Living Reviews
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MPS OA Policy: Springer Pilot
 ‘Pilot Contract’ since 
January 01, 2008
(2 year extension 
about to be concluded)
 All publications by authors (1) 
from Max Planck Society 
as Open Choice (2)
 All fees already included in the subscription contract
1. Not limited to the corresponding author!
2. Open Choice = content accessible to all readers, without 
restriction in time
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MPS OA Policy: Golden Road
Number of MPDL sponsord OA Gold Articles
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MPS OA Policy: Golden Road
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OA  Germany- Collaborations: Alliance
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OA  Germany- Collaborations: Alliance
 Alliance OA Workin Group
 Coordination of open access policies
 Booklet on Alliance stance on open access
 Activities during this year’s International Open Access Week
 Workshop on a special issue in German copyright law
 Open Access booth at this and next year national librarians 
conference
 Survey concerning funds for article processing charges (in the 
making)
 Support of annual Open Access Days
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OA  Germany- Collaborations: Open Access Platform
 One stop shop for information on Open Access 
in Germany
 Online since May 2007
 Extend cooperation with partner organizations in 
Austria and Switzerland
 DFG sponsored project of  4 German university 
libraries
 Additional support by several institutions, e.g. 
MPS 
 Selection by subject possible
 English version available
 http://open-access.net
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OA  Germany- Collaborations:
German Initiative for Network Information (DINI)
DINI Certificate
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OA  Germany-
Collaborations:
German 
UNESCO Commission
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OA  Germany- Discussions
Critics: Heidelberg Appeal
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OA  Germany- Discussions: Advocates
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OA  Germany- Issues
Copyright Reform in Germany
 Initiated by the European Copyright Directive
 Implemented in “3 baskets”
 Third Basket on copyright regulations concerning education and 
research
 Expected during this term of the federal parliament
 Advocacy via the 
 “Alliance of the German Research Organizations”
 Coalition for Action “Copyright for Education and Research”
 Issues
 OA green privilege
 Orphan works
 Electronic document delivery by public libraries
 Extension of privilege for educational and research uses
 Regulation pertaining to making available electronic copies of printed 
libraries holdings
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OA  Germany- Policies: Repositories
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OA  Germany - Policies: Projects
Content for ROEMO List
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OA  Germany- Policies: Mandates
 There are no hard mandates for open access publishing
 Constitutionally guaranteed academic freedom
 work contracts of research organization regularly do not include a 
‘work made for hire’ clause
 Federal Law obliging researcher employed by publicly funded 
research organization of offer register patents on behalf of 
their employer
 An open access mandate could be developed based on this 
model
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OA  Germany- Policies: Funding
 The German Research Foundation is continuously funding 
Open Access via a number of programs:
 Built-up and cross-linking of repositories
 Long-term archiving of digital publications
 Budget for article prossessing charges
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OA  Germany- Policies: Projects
CARPET project aims to support the efficient use of electronic tools 
and services for scientific publishing. In view of international
developments in this field, the following will be carried out for  
Germany initially:
• a survey on existing publication tools will be presented in the 
form of a  catalogue,
• a compass will be developed for analysis so as to determine a 
system and structure,
• a collaboration platform will be developed and made available.
• guidelines for standards and interoperability will be drawn up and
• a virtual competence center will be established.
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OA  Germany- Policies: Projects
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Links
 Max Planck Society
 Berlin Declaration -> http://oa.mpg.de/
 MPDL -> www.mpdl.mpg.de
 eDoc -> http://www.edoc.mpg.de/
 PubMan -> http://pubman.mpdl.mpg.de/
 Living Reviews -> http://livingreviews.org
 Coalition for Action "Copyright for Education and Research" 
http://www.urheberrechtsbuendnis.de/index.html
 German Initiative for Network Information (DINI) -> http://www.dini.de/english/
 Heidelberg Appeal -> http://www.textkritik.de/urheberrecht/index_engl.htm
 Information Platform Open Access -> http://open-access.net
 Priority Initiative “Digital Information” by the alliance of the German Research 
Organizations -> http://www.allianzinitiative.de/en/start/
 CARPET -> http://www.carpet-project.net/en/about-us/
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Thank you 
very much
for your attention!
Please do not hesitate to contact the 
“MPS Open Access Policy Team”
at
bruch@mpdl.mpg.de
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